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LtJG Sam Carson
::at security console trying to find more power::
Lt Winston
:::: in the shuttlebay reroting power from shuttlecraft to medial decks::::::
Ens. Walters
::at tac station on deck::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Studying the Subspace Subduction Zone::
Cnslr. Rockman
::lying in Office in a pool of blood::
FCO Ens. Sea
:: adjusting helm without power::
Cpt French
:: In his quarters ... tryng to wake up .. and to assess the situation .. ::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
::studying technical manuals::
Ens. Walters
::monitors the power readings; watching as the sensor net continues draining power as fast as we divert it...::
Lt Winston
#XO: im rerouting power now sir.. medical will have some power shortly
Cpt French
{#} Walters : Report Ens. !
Cnslr. Rockman
::unconcious, blood slowly pooling around nose and mouth::
FCO Ens. Sea
::monitoring position::
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: power to the shields and weapons are still draining.
Lt Winston
::::: pulling cable outta the shutlecarft repair bin::::::
Ens. Walters
#Captain:  We're attempting to divert power from non-essential ship systems to accommodate for the drain that is occuring from the hole in the gravitec sensor net
Cpt French
:: Trying to yell at the Cpu to get ome light in his quarters in order to find his uniform ::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: suggest we dock with the array and try to scavange parts and or power::
Cpt French
{#} Walters : I'll be on the bridge as soon as I find my ......errrrrrrr ...... pen.
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Excellent idea.  Can we do so safely?
Lt Winston
::::: wiring the cable to the power grid:::::::
LtJG Sam Carson
{#} Engineering: Can you divert more power to shields?
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: yes, I'll vent drive gases for steering
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Carson: Trying sir
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Let's hold off until the captain gets here.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Carson: Ships systems are a little sluggish
Cpt French
:: Trying to slip ino his uniform ....and realizes he's trying to slip into his towel instead ..,.. finally get his uniform and jumps in ::
Lt Winston
:::::: rerouting power from shuttlecraft inot hte medical power gird via the console:::::
Cpt French
:: Exits quarters and enter TL ::
FCO Ens. Sea
roger
LtJG Sam Carson
{#} Lei: I would appreciate anything you can send our way
Lt Winston
#CO: ive established a power flow to medical decks sir
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: I'm going to try a reset of systems, it might bring some of our redundants back on line
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  For the moment, divert only the minimum amount of power required to maintain our systems; I'm not sure if our power diversion is actually causing whatever is draining us to drain more.
Cpt French
<TL> Bridge, override power allocation priority alpha blue {deck}
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: If that's all right
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Feverishly working with minimal sensors::
LtJG Sam Carson
{#} Lei: make it so
FCO Ens. Sea
::monitoring array::
Cpt French
{#} Ackn.
XO Koenig
::walks over to:: WHat is the current status?
Lt Winston
#CO: aye aye.. im only giving medical some power sir...
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: Your consoles might not be functioning for about 5 seconds
Cpt French
:: Exits TL and step onto the bridge ... finishing buttoning his collar ::
Ens. Walters
XO:  Ensign Walters here.  We've been diverting power, but the more we divert, the more we're drained, it seems.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: tell me when you're ready
LtJG Sam Carson
{#} Lei: I'll warn the crew
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Carson: Ack.
Ens. Walters
::spots the captain:: Captain on deck.  {deck}
FCO Ens. Sea
#Moses: I'll need power for the manual rudder or we'll drift again
Cpt French
XO : So Koening ..... what's our situation ?
LtJG Sam Carson
All: Engineering is going to reset and try to get us more power, consoles will be down for approx 5 minutes.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: starts preparing for system wide reset ::
Cpt French
:: Nods and smiles to Walters ::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Your status?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: That's five seconds!
Ens. Walters
::nods back to captain and XO as she moves back to Tac station::
LtJG Sam Carson
#Lei: acknowledged, 5 sec, not 5 minutes
Cpt French
Koening : Number One ?
FCO Ens. Sea
#Moses: acknowledged I hope the system will reboot
LtJG Sam Carson
#Lei: you can proceed.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#B: Ack, reset in progress.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: replenishes computer cores from backups ::
Lt Winston
:::: putting final touches on the power flow to medical watching the power transfer::::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Waits for the power reset to occur, theories and formulas race through his head::
Cnslr. Rockman
::seeing grey areas around the edges of vision.  Conciousness coming back::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: consoles on bridge go off::
Cpt French
Walters : Any further analysis on this space anomaly ?
Ens. Walters
::continues to monitor power drain from the ship, shakes head::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I am scanning for the cause of it, nothing yet, sir.
FCO Ens. Sea
::loses helm, starting drift::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Are you picking up anything on science scans?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: finishes reset... discovers error::
Cnslr. Rockman
::begins hacking and coughing to get the blood out of lungs; feeling very weak::
LtJG Sam Carson
::watches console go dark::
Lt Winston
::: feeling a *tad* lightheaded:::::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: One of the plasma relays is blown out.
FCO Ens. Sea
pitch forward 10 degrees
Cpt French
Walters : At current rate what is our span before total energy shutdown ?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Bridge: It might affect our gravitational systems. i'm not sure at this point.
FCO Ens. Sea
zero control at helm total blackout
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: consoles come back on line::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  We're at minimal system levels now, and maintaining.  I'd expect we have about two hours and fifteen minutes sir.
FCO Ens. Sea
::Thank God::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Mind plays with the idea of tectonic stabilizers::
FCO Ens. Sea
::compensating to normal alignment::
Ens. Walters
::notes that its been awhile since either Winston or Rockman have reported back::
LtJG Sam Carson
#Eng: how much power did that give us>
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
:: tries to reflush plasma relay::
Ens. Greg Spencer
All on Bridge: Does anyone know anything about planetary tectonic stabilizers?
Lt Winston
::::: seeing slight power absorbtion from the ship on the medical power grid::::::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Everything ok, there?
Cnslr. Rockman
::slowly rolls over away from pool of blood.  Pain rushes through body::
Cpt French
Spencer : Run a Probability Study ... what if divert everything to minimum life support .... what would be the most likely to occur ?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: about a 1.34% gain of energy sir
FCO Ens. Sea
Spenser: not I
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: I can try to stabilize the energy readings to give us more power, but the plasma relay is affecting it
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: I suggest we attempt to dock with the array to scavange parts and power
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Runs study quickly::  It will take a few minutes, with power levels down, computer response time isn't as fast.
Cpt French
Sea : What will be our course if we shutdown everything , relying solely on gravimetric frces in this area ...
LtJG Sam Carson
#Eng: can you replace it?
Cnslr. Rockman
::opens eyes, but still sees nothing but blackness::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: Reflush successful, 5.8% gain of energy.
Cpt French
Spencer : Ackn.  do your best .
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we will collide with the array its gravity wel is quite near
FCO Ens. Sea
well
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: Bridge! I'm reading a drain in our power... the systems are starting to deteriorate faster than they were before... it might have happened because of the plasma glitch
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: Trying to compensate.
LtJG Sam Carson
#Eng: Acknowledged, do your best
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Results from study come in::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I've picked up some trace of the source of the power drain.
LtJG Sam Carson
CO: Shields at 50%
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Sir, results from the probability study show that we can last about 5 more hours before total power loss.
Ens. Walters
Sir:  It is coming from beyond the sensor net.  
Cpt French
Walters : Please go on ... :: Turns to face the Ensign ::
Cpt French
:: Overhears Spencer ::
Cnslr. Rockman
::the pain becomes overwhelming.  Unconciousness again reigns supreme::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  That's all I know at the moment, working on finding more information.
XO Koenig
CO: Captain, from what I understand, if the more power we put into this makes the probelm worse, why not just shut off all power?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: I'm getting some strange readings from the sensor net. selenium particles... usually aren't in sensor nets
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Tries to coax the computer into accessing LCARS just to search for Tectonic stabilizers::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: Science officer confirm?
Cpt French
Spencer/Walters : Work closely ... I want you to set up a total shutdown of the Callisto except for Life Support and Nav system .
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Aye sir.
Ens. Greg Spencer
CO: Aye, sir.
XO Koenig
#Rockman: Please report to the bridge, Counselor.
Cpt French
{#} Koenig ; I agree ... I have Spence and walters trying to set up a total shutdown except for system of level 1-a, life support and nav inertiels.
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Finally gets some information and rushes through it::
XO Koenig
CO: Aye sir.
LtJG Sam Carson
::monitoring the drain on the shields and weapons::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Grabs a padd and begins to setup the proposed shutdown::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Br: Computer doesn't seem to be responding. We might not be able to force a shutdown unless we blow some more relays
Cnslr. Rockman
::unaware of everything::
XO Koenig
::notices a delay in the arrival of the counselor:: #Rockman: Counselor, please respond...
Ens. Walters
::fingers tap over console::  #All personnel:  Evacuate to decks 1A ASAP.  
Lt Winston
::::hears evac and heads to deck 1a::::::
Cpt French
CO : I need you to take care of all the logistics involved ... have all unnecessary personnel in the same place ... the temp is gonna drop and better have the crew in one and only place.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Perhaps it would be wiser to use the Manual Shutdowns.  It would save a little power.
Ens. Walters
::monitors life signs aboard ship as personnel comply, so she can begin power shutdown on other decks::
Lt Winston
::::enters jefferies tube::::::
Ens. Walters
Spencer:  Good suggestion.  I'll implement as soon as the other decks are cleared.
XO Koenig
::tries to tap into whatever is left of the computer to search for Rockman::
Cpt French
Sea : Get ready to drive this baby without powersteering .
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Spencer,Walters: If we try manual shutdown it might blow some more relays, as the computer will be forced without neccessary procedures
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: roger
Ens. Greg Spencer
Walters: Aye.
XO Koenig
::finds him/her in his/her office. Goes to JT and finds him/her unconscious::
Cnslr. Rockman
::blood still oozing from forehead and nose::
LtJG Sam Carson
XO: I will send some security personnel down to the counselor office and quarters to search for him.
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Lei: Would using the Manuals prevent that?
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#Spencer,Walters: It might... but in our situation it might be impossible to avoid some damage
FCO Ens. Sea
::holding relative position near net nexus::
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Lei: Well, minimal is preferrable to a lot.
XO Koenig
::starts dragging the counselor out of office, and with security officer help, gets him/her into one of the evactuation decks::
Ens. Walters
#Lei:  We run the risk of damage in whatever course of action.
Cnslr. Rockman
::broken toe is the size of a melon::
Lt Winston
#CO: sir should i remove the power cables from teh shuttle craft to medical before i come to deck 1a?
Cpt French
Sea : Set up a probe for manual launch in Torp. Bay 3, download all datas pertaining to our current situation and plot a course for the nearest starbase ... Warn me when done.
Ens. Walters
::prepares for manual shutdown::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#W,S: Ack. considering the time we have, we can't take the long way to avoid damage
Cpt French
Winston : Do as you see fit ..
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: acknowledged, do you wish to include latest logs?
Lt Winston
#CO: aye aye. im gonna head back there and take it off line then..
Cpt French
Sea : Yes ... and log personnal logs as well , secure them under the Privacy act of Starfllet regulations.
Lt Winston
::::heading back to shuttlebay::::::
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#W,S: whenever you're ready.
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Lei: Perhaps, we can manually shut down the systems that could blow, and let the computer do the rest?
XO Koenig
::returns to bridge:: CO: Sir, most of the crew is on the veacuation deck.
Cr1 Moses Lei - CE
#W,S: The computer won't respond fast enough, it's best to use a manual
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye transferring data and encrypting information, code Alpha Theta two
Cpt French
Winston : Before shutting down ... leave a torp bay tube open for manual launch ... see with sea which tube he loaded
Lt Winston
::::in shuttlebay disconnecting power flow::::::
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Lei: Understood.
LtJG Sam Carson
CO: I would recommend that Winston grab an enviro suit, some of the decks are without power right now and he could find himself without air and heat.
Cnslr. Rockman
::bumps head on doorway as XO/security drags me around.  Wound on forehead gets worse::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Probe preparred
Cpt French
Carson : Tell HIM .. not ME !
LtJG Sam Carson
CO: Aye sir
Cpt French
Sea : Acknowleged ... which Tube is set for launch ?
Ens. Walters
#Captain:  It might be wise to transfer Engineering control to the bridge; Lei could manage it from here.  One less area we'd have to maintain life support.
LtJG Sam Carson
::repeats message to Winston::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Fiddles with some ideas ont he padd::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: rear tube 1
Lt Winston
::;finishes diconnecting power flow:::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::blood levels are already low::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::lost in hallways::
LtJG Sam Carson
#Winston: Acknowledge message.
Cpt French
Walters : Have all keypersonnel transferring control to the bridge .... annouce red alert via PA
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Aye, Sir.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::takes out tricorder::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::detects lifesigns and moves in that direction ::
Ens. Walters
#Dept. Chiefs:  Transfer all command controls to the bridge, and proceed here asap {alert}
Lt Winston
:::::disconnection takes longer than expected:::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::beginning to go into thermal shock::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: reminder sir that we are near the Cardassian DMZ, if we become adift again we could cross the border in 2 hours and be in violation of treaty
LtJG Sam Carson
#Lt. Winston: come in please.
Ens. Walters
::frowns as she notes that Rockman still hasn't been recovered::
Lt Winston
::::hears PA and begins cvontact to XO::::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::bumps into XO and Rockman:: Sir! :: looks at Rockman:: Lie down
Lt Winston
#XO: Should i stay down in shuttelbay inside a runabout if need be sir?
Cpt French
Walters : Warn me when all key crew is on the bridge.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
^Lei^: Reports to the bridge
Ens. Walters
Captain: Aye sir.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: ready to fire away probe
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: treats rockman::
XO Koenig
#Winston: What is your purpose in shuttlebay?
Cnslr. Rockman
::blood levels dangerously low.  Transfusion necessary::
Cpt French
Sea : Fire away, low energy profile for the first leg of the flight plan
Lt Winston
#XO: cwell sir you ordered me to hook up medical with a slight power flow and im now disconnecting it
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::patches wounds, and stops blood flow::
XO Koenig
#Winston: Forgive me. Proceed.
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: calculating fuel expenditure and firing
Cpt French
Walters : Summon everyone on the bridge STAT.
Lt Winston
:xo: aye aye
LtJG Sam Carson
Winston: do not attempt to return to the bridge without first getting an envior suit, most decks are without power and heat
Cpt French
Sea : Allow very low speed and energy radiation for the first 2 parsec
Ens. Walters
#Anerson:  Can you get Rockman to a secure area?  We can't afford the power to beam you.
Ens. Walters
CO:  Aye sir
Lt Winston
#Ltjg Carson: understod
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye
Ens. Walters
#All chiefs:  On bridge ASAP
Lt Winston
::::enters runabout:::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::slips into a coma::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::carries Rockman to sickbay::
Lt Winston
::shuts door behind him:::::
Cpt French
{#} Koenig : # 1 I need you here ..... 
LtJG Sam Carson
::notices shields are down to 35%::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::tries to revive Rockman with transfusions::
Ens. Walters
CO:  It seems Anderson and Rockman have moved to Sickbay.  We'll have to continue to divert some power to their.
Cnslr. Rockman
::heartbeat slowing::
XO Koenig
#CO: Aye sir. ::Walks out of wherever I am and enters bridge::
Ens. Walters
::taps keys to keep life support to sickbay::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Br: I would appreciate a little power here
XO Koenig
CO: Sir?
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: pumps stimulant::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: Rockman wakes:::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  Other than Rockman and Anderson, all staff is on bridge.
Lt Winston
::::feels uneasy baout not having ops control::::::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Thinks up a working idea.  Creates a simulation on the PADD, to graphically see the problem::
Cpt French
Walters : I'll be in my RR , as soon as all Alpha personnel is here we start a staff meeting . Heard and agreed for Sickbay, but minimum power ... I'm sorry but we can't afford more.
Ens. Walters
Captain:  I understand, sir.
Cpt French
Koening : With me in the RR now ... :: Heads for the RR ::
XO Koenig
::follows to RR::
Cpt French
:: Enters RR and Motion Koening to take a sit ::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: rockman slips back into coma::
XO Koenig
::takes preferred seat::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
Damn, no time no time.....
Ens. Walters
::shakes head as she notes Winston's situation::  
Cpt French
Koening : Well ... any suggestion on how we get out of this mess ??
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: tries everything he knows::
Cnslr. Rockman
::heartbeat steadies, but very slow::
Lt Winston
:::::ponders ideas on how to get out of this no power situation:::::
Ens. Walters
::makes another diversion of power to maintain minimal power to shuttlebay::
LtJG Sam Carson
#Winston: keep the comm channel open at all time, if possible.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::tries mechanical heart stimulation::
Cpt French
:: Gets near the replicator and realizes that it won't work ... turns and take a seat near his XO ::
Lt Winston
#Carson: will do
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: it doesn't rain but it pors
FCO Ens. Sea
pours
Ens. Walters
::nods at Sea:: Ain't that true?
Cpt French
:: Looks at his #1 , waiting for an answer ::
XO Koenig
CO: Captain... so far everything we have tried has failed. ::deep sigh:: We have two alternatives... we can evacuate the ship using our runabout and escape pods... or
Lt Winston
#Walters: i can use runabout power to sustain me ens.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::: Rockman's heart beat speeds, then slows again::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
Darnit why is nothing working.....!!!!!!!
Cpt French
Koening : Or ... ?
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  acknowledged.
Cnslr. Rockman
::heart flutters but no real response::
XO Koenig
do a complete full shut down. No life support, nothing. A full restart. If we fail... it will be.. unfortunate, but we have enough oxygen to sustain us for about 2 hours...
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: funny how quickly a ship of the line becomes helpless without the modern magic of energy
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Whoever: The counselor isn't responding... the best thing I can do is wait
Ens. Walters
::glances at the assembled staff::  The captain wishes us in the RR, please proceed there.
Cpt French
Koening : Agreed ... playing sort of dead duck ... 
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Koenig: You can't do that! he's already living on borrowed time!
Cnslr. Rockman
::breathing stops momentarily::
Ens. Walters
::studies the assistant officers::  Ensign T'Lak, you have the bridge for the moment.
LtJG Sam Carson
Walters: shields are down to 22% and falling and main deflectors are dropping as well
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>:  Inform us of any change in our current situation...
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::quickly gets emergency air supplies and enviro suits::
LtJG Sam Carson
::nods and hands over Sec to replacement::
Ens. Walters
Carson:  Noted.  We're doing all we can to maintain.
Lt Winston
::wonders if i can use shuttlecraft with manuvering thrusters to help out in any way?::::::
FCO Ens. Sea
::watching main viewer::
Ens. Walters
::stands, handing over bridge to T'Lak::
LtJG Sam Carson
::heads to RR with rest of crew::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Heads to RR::
Ens. Walters
Sea:  You'll join us in the captain's RR?
Ens. Walters
::stands and heads off to the RR::
Cpt French
Koenig : We will have the injured in a shuttlecraft, otherwise we're looking at a total SD .... are we in agreement ?
Ens. Anderson - CMO
:: encloses Rockman and himself in enviro suits::
Cnslr. Rockman
::breathing steadies and is almost normal.  Heartbeat slow, but strong::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: yes but .....who will steer?
FCO Ens. Sea
:::?::::
Ens. Walters
::glances back at Sea::  I trust you have another officer on duty who can handle it?
LtJG Sam Carson
::stands outside and rings RR door bell::
FCO Ens. Sea
Walters: no but I'll put her on auto
Ens. Walters
Sea:  Excellent.
Lt Winston
::::: goes over power readings from padd::::
Cpt French
:: Overhears Chimes ::
FCO Ens. Sea
::enters RR::
Ens. Walters
::enters RR, pauses and nods at captain::
Cpt French
ENTER !
LtJG Sam Carson
::enters RR::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Enters, with padd in hand::
Lt Winston
#Bridge: what is the situation?
FCO Ens. Sea
::if there's a power failure this baby's gonna take a nosedive::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: beam us over , enviro suits and all
Cnslr. Rockman
::sees wierd, shuffling colors flying around.  On the edge of vision...::
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  Winston:  The captain is in conference with his staff.  The situation is currently unchanged.
XO Koenig
#Anderson: Excuse me Ensign?!
Cpt French
All A Staff : Please take a seat ....
Lt Winston
#anderson: let me seeabout he emrgency trasnporter power situation
Ens. Walters
::takes a seat::
FCO Ens. Sea
::its good sometimes to be the low man on the totem pole::
LtJG Sam Carson
::takes a seat and smooths uniform::
Lt Winston
#walters: aye thanks
Cnslr. Rockman
:::sees a bright, brilliant white light with fuzzy images surrounding it:
Ens. Greg Spencer
::Manages to find a seat::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: surely there's enough power to use the transporter once... if not me, then just the counselor
Cpt French
:: Turns To XO :: <W> Koening : Want to be the bearer of the bad news or do you want me to annouce our plan ?
LtJG Sam Carson
::looks from the CO to the XO::
XO Koenig
CO: It would be best if they heard it from you...
FCO Ens. Sea
::rather hear the sports scores first Captain.....::
Lt Winston
:::checks runabout power:::::
Ens. Greg Spencer
::looks puzzled::
LtJG Sam Carson
::turns and looks back at the CO::
Cnslr. Rockman
::an image approaches from the center of the light.  Becoming solid, holing out hands::
Cpt French
:: Sits :: All Staff : I want , from each and everyone of you, your last situation assessment, be as brief as possible.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: If you're going to beam him over, you better do it now
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  ::overhears communication between Winston and Anderson::  Doctor:  I've been instructed to divert the minimal power to maintain you....  I'm increasing power to Sickbay by 5%, given your report.
Cpt French
:: Looks at Walters ::
Lt Winston
#anderson: ill see if she can give me the power ens
Cnslr. Rockman
<image>Rockman: come, we have been waiting for you.
Lt Winston
:::::initiates transporter of rockman to shuttlecraft:::::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  The situation is serious.  We are not holding our own, though we're putting up a heck of a struggle.  We must find and neutralize the source of the power drain.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston,T'Lak: just beam the counselor over, and cut off life support here. I can survive in my enviro suit, but Rockman can't
Cpt French
Walters : Thank you.
Cnslr. Rockman
Image: Who are you?  Why should I go with you?
Lt Winston
::::beams rockman to shuttlecraft successfully::::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: we have flame out on both impulse engines, no warp drives and I am venting drive gases to steer.....no combat steering at present
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  Dr:  There is no power available from the main ship for beaming.  
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#T'Lak: cut life support in sickbay, I'm heading to the bridge
Cpt French
Sea : All right, Thank you.
LtJG Sam Carson
CO: Security has evacuated all personnel to deck 1a.  Shields are down to ::looks at padd:: to 17%, weapons are offline currently.
Cpt French
Spencer : Spencer ?
Cnslr. Rockman
<image>Rockman: Always questioning, aren't you?  It is your time.  Come.
Lt Winston
#anderson: i have him here
Cpt French
:: nods at Carson ::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Sir, I have done a bit of research and have the beginnings of something that may work.
Lt Winston
:::begins reviving rockman with emergency first aid kit::::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: Good
Cpt French
:: Locks his steely eyes on Spencer, listen intently ::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: what's his situation
Lt Winston
::::;notices shuttlecraft really wasnt effected by the beam out::::
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  Doctor:  Acknowledged.  Cutting power on the count of three.
Ens. Greg Spencer
Hypothetically we are dealing with a subspace subduction zone.  I looked into planetary subduction zones and Tectonic stabilizers.
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  One...Two....Three....
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: is that a first aid kit I hear? Don't touch him, I've done all that I can
Ens. Walters
<T'Lak>  ::cuts power::
Ens. Greg Spencer
Basically, the tectonic stablizers create and equal but opposite pressure, with both nullifying the other.  
XO Koenig
Spencer: That would still require power. Solar sails would be more practical in a situation like this...
Cnslr. Rockman
::the image solidifies into the vision of Rockman's father::
Ens. Greg Spencer
If we could create an equal pressure on the inside of this zone, like tectonic stablizers do, we may close it.
Lt Winston
#XO: sir it seems that the shuttlecraft isnt loosing power at all really
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::heads up Jefferies tube 34B heading toward the bridge::
Ens. Walters
Captain:  If I may?
LtJG Sam Carson
::listens to Spencer::
Ens. Greg Spencer
That is the one problem.  We may not have enough power if you could pull it off.
Cpt French
Walters : By all mean .... that why we're here .
Ens. Anderson - CMO
::changes his mind and heads for shuttlebay::
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#everyone: Is there any way we can get out of this subduction zone?
Ens. Walters
Sir:  Spencer's suggestion seems the one with the most chance of success.
Cnslr. Rockman
Father:  Dad?  Is that really you?
LtJG Sam Carson
::nods in agreement::
Lt Winston
:::Notices rockman kinda lookign not too good:::::
Ens. Walters
All:  We are consistently losing power, despite whatever we try.
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: What's the status of the shuttlecraft's power
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman:  Yes, son.  Come with me.  Your sister is here too.  She'd like to see you.
Lt Winston
#anderson: quite fine really...
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: If the shuttlecraft's are not affected due to smaller masses we might tow the Callisto out of the phenomena's range
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Winston: can you beam me over, i might be able to figure something out
Cpt French
Walters : Using the Shuttle Craft ?? ... All long a trip wouild that be ?
Cnslr. Rockman
Father:  I'm sorry, but I have too much work to do to go with you.  By the way, would you happen to know what has happened to my ship?
Lt Winston
#anderson: try to get as far as you can i cant risk loosing too mcuh power but if you need to come right away please inform me
Cpt French
Sea : Using the Shuttle Craft ?? ... All long a trip wouild that be ?
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Spencer: can you transfer your information to my tricorder
Lt Winston
::::beams anderson to shuttlecraft and notices no power loss:::
FCO Ens. Sea
CO: using all the shuttle crafts not just one, in space weight is relative and acceleration is constant without gravity to offset it....I'd say about 5 hours
Ens. Greg Spencer
#Anderson: Sure. ::Transfers::
Cnslr. Rockman
<dad>Rockman: Your ship?  I don't know what you're talking about.  You should come with me!
Cpt French
Walters / Spencer : Feasble according to you ?
LtJG Sam Carson
::looks at padd and notices shields are down to just 10%::
Cnslr. Rockman
::image of dad lunges forward to grab at Rockman::
Ens. Walters
CO:  And Sea's suggestion assumes that the shuttles are not affected by this power drain.  We don't know that.  Let me contact Winston.
Lt Winston
:::sees anderson arrive in shuttlecraft::::
Cnslr. Rockman
::jumps backward and avoids the attack::
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  Can you give us a status report on the shuttles; is this phenomenon draining them as well?
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#<whoever>I thought we would lose power in 2 hours?
Cnslr. Rockman
::notices small bumps along father's back::;
LtJG Sam Carson
CO: we had better do something quick, shields are down to only 10%
Lt Winston
#XO: after two transports to shuttle bay ive lost no power
Ens. Anderson - CMO
#Walters: Power is fine on the shuttle
Cnslr. Rockman
dad: you're not my father!!
Ens. Walters
#Winston:  And the other shuttlecraft are fine as well?
Lt Winston
#walters yes
Ens. Anderson - CMO
Winston: could you beam over to one of the other shuttles
Ens. Greg Spencer
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